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Homecoming starts
with banquet tonight

....
'History in the making'
The final presentation of the Homecoming production "1776" will be performed tomorrow night in
the main auditorium. Above, major cast members prepare to sign the Declaration of lndepdence.
Some of the cast includes freshman Karl Wendt as John Adams, freshman Mike Foster as Thomas
Jefferson, senior Mickey Pounders as Ben Franklin, senior Melody Perkins as Mrs. John Adams and
sophomore Mollie Cox as Mrs. Thomas Jefferson.

Seventeen performances planned

'Blackout' features student talent
The annual Homecoming
production Black Out 1976 will be
held tomorrow night in the old
gym. Because of the oversized
crowds in the past Black Out
shows, there will be two shows,
the first beginning at 6:30 p.m.,
and the second beginning at 8:30.
Tickets for the show will be sold
in the Student Center today for 50
cents.
This year's Black Out
production will feature a variety
of talent ramting from a iugg}ing
act to Bluegrass-folk-rock music.
brother-sister
singing
A
act is included this year along
with several other two-party acts,
a number of groups, and five solo
performances, giving a total of 17
acts.
AI Wright, who gave a sneak
preview of his talent Monday in

chapel, will be performing the
juggling act in the show. Ken
Dowdy, one of last year's Spring
Sing hosts, will be singing and
playing guitar. Among the other
solo performances are Pamela
Path, Kevin Haugh (a former
member of Belles and Beaux)
Don Jackson, Kellie Sesson,
Wendell Glass, and Chris Conner.
Among the groups performing,
Bob Evans, Lyle Bontrager and
their group will sing, and Shelia
Stephenson, Dean Campbell, Phil
Eudaly, and Lisa Katcher will
sing a Beatles old-time favorite,
plus a song by Linda· Ronstadt.
Mike Borger, Don Eudaly and
their group will be adding a little
variety to the show with "a little
pickin' and a Iotta grinning',"
featuring one of their better
songs, "Texas Sky." Danette

Rodgers, Hester Moore, and
Mary Burres will also perform.
Among the couples in the show,
Buddy Vetter and Kim White
(who performed in Black Out
1975) will be in the show along
with Melody Nusbaum and Greg
Nance. Rick Hamill and Jimmy
Hicks will perform, and finally a
brother-sister singing act will be
performed by Debbie and Loren
Brown.

Beginning with the Black and
Gold
banquet
tonight,
Homecoming activities for this
year will include the annual
parade, a football game, a
special alumni chapel and two
student productions, "1776," and
"Blackout 1976."
The Black and Gold banquet
for alumni will be in the Charles
White Cafeteria at 5:30, and the
speaker will be Jim Bill Mclnteer, a gx:aduate of Harding
COllege. Dr. Clifton Ganus, Jr.,
president of the college, will
emcee the banquet, and the price
will be $3.50 per person.
At 9:30 tomorrow morning the
alumni will meet for a special
chapel service in the American
Heritage Auditorium. During this
chapel period new officers for the
class of 1951 will be installed and
a.contribution will be taken up for
· the college.
The Homecoming parade will
begin tomorrow at 11 a.m. at the
Sperry-Vickers parking lot, go
through the downtown Searcy
area , and precede down Center
Street to the campus.
This year's parade will consist
of the Harding College band, the
Academy band from Memphis,
class
and
club
floats,
Homecoming Queen candidates
and class representatives. Senior

Spanish poem places first
Wayne Brown, a freshman
from Seminole, Texas, won first
place in t he Spanish poem
division for his poem "Et.emal
Debt,'' in a Bicentennial contest
for foreign language studenl8
recently. Winners were announced last Saturday in Little
Rock.
The contest was sponsored by
the Arkansas Foreign Teachers
Association (AFTA). The contest
was part of a foreign languages
festival at the University of
Arkansas at Little Rock (UALR),
and was open to college and high
school students. Entries could be

Frampton, whose background in
classical music carried him all
the way to bronze medal status in
the 1969 International Cliburn
Piano Competition. In the years
since, he has turned his attention
to developing the jass-rockbroadway style that has become
his trademark.
Over the past two years, the
group has played nearly 300
concerts in the U.S., Canada,
Europe and the Near East.
Neal Starkey plays bass for the
Triumvirate,
and
Lenny
Balistreri is percussionist for the
group.
The Triumvirate has appeared
on television, made four albums,
and performs annually on a
concert tour. This is their third
appearance at Harding.

made in essay and art as well as
in poetry.
Brown, who wrote the poem in
an hour or so, said it was only the
second poem he has ever written.
"I just thought I'd try," he said.
"You can't lose anything by
entering a contest." Contest rules
specified that the poem had to be
about Spanish influence in the
United States, Brown said.
"Eternal Debt" pays tribute to
the impressions that Spanish
influence has had on our country
in things like architecture and
names of states and towns. The
poem has six stanzas with four
lines in each stanza.
Brown is a Spanish-French
major and hopes to get his
masters in Spanish and French
and be hired as an interpreter for
the United Nations or some international company.

inside

Mac Frampton Triumvirate
plans Nov. 2 performance
The Mac Frampton Triumvirate will perform in the main
auditorium Tuesday night at
8:00. Sponsored by the Student
Association Fine Arts Lyceum
program, the concert is free to
students, faculty and staff who
present their I. D.'s for advance
reserved-seat tickets Monday
and Tuesday at the Business
Office, according to Dr. Erie
Moore, chairman of the fine arts
committee.
Unlike most groups around, the
Mac Frampton Triumvirate does
not call itself a rock band. Their
brand of musical showmanship
"reaches beyond rock" to include
a variety of tastes, moods and
styles they call "rock-alternate."
The Triumvirate features the
keyboard performance of Mac

Mickey Pounders will emcee the
parade.
The Barding Bisons will play
Tarleton State College at 2 p.m.
at Alumni Field. Pre-game
ceremonies will begin at 1: 40
p.m. and will include programs
by the. band and the A Cappella
and Chorale choruses.
During halftime, the 1976
Homecoming Queen 'Yill be
crowned and class representatives will be introduced. Queen
nominees are Kim Webb, Cindy
Bagget~ and Ks.thy Matheny.
Clas,s respresentatives are Libby
Cochran, freshman ; Patty Sapio,
sophomore; Lisa Reynolds
junior; and Mona Prewitt,
senior.
This year's Homecoming
musical production, "1776," will
be presented tonight and
tomorrow night in the main
auditorium at 8:15. The admission will be $2.50 at the door.
"Blackout 1976," a student
musical entertainment program,
will be pre~ented at ~ p.m. anJI
8:.30 p.m. tomorrow m RhocY
Memorial Fieldhouse .
Information concerning club,
alumni and organizational
reunions may be obtained at the
message center located in the
lobby of the American Heritage
Building.

A parallel look at some
major Presidential
campaign issues. See
page 3.

Carpenters
Special
two-page
picture story of the
recent Carpenter's
concert. See pages 6
and 7.

PEMM Club

;o···

Feature on PEMM
Club's purposes and
activities. See page 9.

1976 Homecoming nominees
Seniors Kim Webb (from left), Kathy Matheny and Cindy Baggett
are this year's Homecoming nominee choices. The queen will be
announced and crowned during half-time at the football game
against Tarleton State College Saturday afternoon on Alumni
Field.

Football
Highlights of last
game on page 11.
Preview on page 9.
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Opinion ... opinion ... opinion.

Workers lose rights
if amendment passes
According to Aunt Leddie, it's a "cryin' shame" that Arkansas
factories and businesses don't have a compulsory union shop
agreement with their employees. For those of you who watch
television occasionally you will know that "Aunt Leddie" is a
fictional campaigner for Amendment 59, one of the amendments
to be on the ballot next week.
Passage of Amendment 59 would mean that, under sanction of
federal law, unions and management could make agreements
whereby employees could be forced to either join or pay dues
and fees to a union or be fired. Arkansas is one of the 19 states
which have enacted state Right toW ork laws, whereby employees
can choose whether they want to join a union or not, with no fear
of losing their jobs.
A close look at the issue reveals that about 90 per cent of the
campaigning and support for passage of the amendment is being
stimulated only by high-ranking union officials, not only in
Arkansas but all across the country, and few local union leaders
and their closest flunkies. They are the only ones pushing it
because, plainly, they are the only ones (along with a few
politicians), who benefit from such an organization.
We can look around us at the states who permit compulsory
unionism and plainly see that it is the source of union officials'
excessive political and economic power. Compulsory unionisn is
the real root of most of the corruption in labor unions today.
Although workers have the right to organize, they also should
have t'Ie basic right of freedom to join a,nd/ or financially
support P union or refrain from joining or supporting, without
losing their jobs. It should be their choice, not a requirement.
The Right to Work law we now have guarantees that choice.
U.S. Senator J obit McClellan of Arkansas has this to say, "If I
were a wage earner, I might well be inclined to join a union. But I
would want to have the choice of joining; I would not want to be
compelled to join. Movover, compulsory unionism and corruption
go hand in hand."
Admittedly there are some advantages in a few situations for
the worker in a union shop, but not enough advantages to make
up for the disadvantages in other situations.
Please consider the issue and make your own decision as to how
you will vote when you go to the polls. Arkansas is depending on
you.
Randy Kemp, editor

Book review ·
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Economic questions crucial in politics
By Doug Sanders
In the early <Wys of the
Republic, economic issues were
not apt to dominate political
campaigns. Most men who ran
for public office agreed with
Thomas Jefferson that the
country should have "a wise and
frugal government" that should
leave the people "free to regulate
their own pursuits of industry
and improvement" and "not take
from the mouth of labor the
bread it has earned."
But as more politicans became
convinced that the federal
1tov~ent should regulate the
r.pursuits of industry" and take
the workingman'.s "bread" botb to support the bureaucracy
and to redistribute that !>read,
presumably with greater ..social
jUstice" than that provided by
the rnarketpla~ - economic
questions have become crucial in
politics. This is es~ially true in
Presidential and Congressional

contests, because these shape our
In 1976, office seekers know
federal
government,
the that many voters realize that
dominant political force in- increased federal spending,
tervening in our economy. In the without corresponding mcreases
1976 campaigns,
economic in taxation, will increase inmatters are the overriding issues flation, and that this can lead to
and they all give rise to a single recession and unemployment.
question: "Do we w~t to ac- And so these politicians whose
celerate the mo~ntmg trend actual polici~ and programs
toward an ~m~n.can welfare would oblige a significantly
~tate and socialistic control of larger federal budget are apt to
1ndustry, or do we want ~o stand camouflage this fact.
·
up and support our heritage of
.
self-reliance limited governSome candidates, whUe
ment and a
ecqnomy?"
. _l'rofessing frugality, urge
Focusing on economic matters, grea te~ federal spendIng on
the question becomes: "Do we e~~cat1on, tranaJ)ortation, _the
want to risk a speeding up of Cities, . ~elfare, heal!Jt, housl!lg,
inflation and the destruction of theenVll'onment, Soc.tal Security,
our currency . })y boosting. and job creatio.n! Such office
government deficit spending and seekers contradict themselves.
hampering
savings
and
production or are we really '
determined to cut federal expenditures, curb the growth of
the money supply . and thus
preserve our currency and our.
economy?"

tree

Reader suggests
certain students
need padded cells

Muncy's book on Searcy's history praised
Editor's note: Dr. Raymond
Muncy, chairman of the
department of history and social
science, has worked for the past
year in researching and writing
ahistory of Searcy and her
citizens, called Searcy, Arkansas: A Frontier Town Grows up
with America. Sanctioned by the
Searcy Bicentennial Committee
and funded by a grant, Muncy's
project resulted in a 506-page
book, illustrated with sketches
and old photographs. It resteps
the history of the city from its
earliest beginning to the present
time.
by Perrin Jones
Praise has been coming in
steadily
since
"Searcy,
Arkansas: A Frontier Town
Grows Up with America" by Dr.

Raymond Lee Muncy, Chairma n

of the History Departm~.nt at

Harding College w:as officially
introduced to the public at a City
Hall autographing party twc:i
weeks ago.
The praise is well-deserved.
Dr. Muncy, a .native of West
Virginia and a graduate of Indiana University and the
University of Mississippi,
managed in the book to· adopt the
stance of both the schola·r,
the book being repeat with
documentation, and the interested citizen, ·the book's
emphasis being on the "town
builders'' who made Searcy what
it is.
It is unusual for . one not a
native of any area, perhaps
especially the Searcy area which

is so strangely a makeup of the
Old South, the great Southwest
and the Middle West, to be able to
capture in a high-quality
historical style the feel of the
people who have inhabited
Searcy from i~~ beginnings.
Dr. Muncy bas a feel for Searcy
which comes tbrougb in his book
but be also has ail interesting
bt into what' events really
ed Searcy from a backwoods
ntier to its present status as an
industrial, medical and social
hub of an entire section of the
state.
To write a history for local
consumption is a difficult task at
best because the author is constantly aware that practically
every citizen knows bits and
pieces of the history of the city
and each one, given the position
~o decide, wbo would probably
select different e~ents and different people to illustrate
Searcy's growth and personality.
In his exhaustive research, D,r.
Muncy ~ol!ted through the
published records, lamlly
me)llorabilia, oollec:tions of very
old pictureS., clippings -and
recor ded interv1ews
with
Searcy:'s longtime re.siden~ .
What he put together from this
mountain of material is a story
touclling on virtually all of the
most pertinent events in the
city's development. Though Dr.
Muncy does present Searcy's
best face, the book is far from a
public_relationspiece. rtgoes into
some of the znore so.rdid events in
Searcy's history, including the
murder of a Carpetbagger agent
b;v· some of the town 's leading
citizens and a new outbreak ofKu
Klux Klan.posters in opposition t9

.a·

Catholic presidential candidate
John Kennedy as recently as
1960.

Though these events which
hardly can be looked to with
pride are parts of the book, it is
not an expose' either. The bed
rock of Dr. Muncy's effort is the
solidarity of the peopl~ who,
through the years, overcame
many hardships with a sense of
caring for each other and for ~
general good of their town.
The book stirred many
memories for us and I suspect
that it did the same for many,
many more of its readers. Dr.
Muncy should be congratualted
on a scholarly effort that will be a
source of pride for Searcy for
many years to come.

Dear Editor:
I believe that the Student .
Association should approach ttie
adm.tpia~tion to consider the
posSibility of obtaining and installing a padded cell in the Bible
building for persons studying
Greek. If the Greek teachers
don't start giving us students
some definite rules to work with,
we are going to need one.
Of course, we Greek students
would be willing to share it with
others who need it, like some
physics, math, Music Appreciation and Human Growth
and Development students. We
could even partition off a part for
a afew of the teachers. I strongly
suspect that one or two teachers,
whose names I won't mention,
would be regular visitors, if not
permanent inmates.
Ralph Williams
sophomore
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Opinion ... opinion ... -opinion ... opinion .. ~ opinion ... opinion ... opinion ...
Overview- How They Stand
"I think that a strong emphasis
toward comprehem;ive planning
and carefully prepared budgets
can reduce large deficits and
therefore contribute to controlled
inflation ... I favor balanced
budgets over the business cycle."

....

~-

Government Spending

" ... the Government must stop
spending so much and borrowing
so much of om money; more
money must remain in private
1ands where it will do the most
'Ood. To hold down the cost of
llving, we must hold down the
cost of government."

Taxes

"The tax pro~sals I have
recommended will give middle
income taxpayers the kind of tax
relief they both need and obviously deserve. We haven't
treated the family farmer or the
small
businessman,
appropriately.''

"I am considering a drastic
simplification of the income tax
system that would lower taxes on
middle and low income families.
To do that you would eliminate
hundreds of tax breaks and
greatly reduce the tax rate."

c~rter·

"We should upgrade the
rehabilBtation programs
available to criminals while in
prison."

Ford hopes to slow crime by
"positive, swift, and just punish- •
ment." He belives "certainty of
punishment prevents crime."

Cri111e Preventien

"While I oppose across-the-board permanent wage and price controls, I favor standby controls which the President can apply selectively. I do not presently see the need for the use of such standby
authority, but r wouldn' t hesitate to use them if I had to."

W~~ge

"I suppor~ legal prohibition& against ownership of competing types
of energy-oil and coal, for example. However, I cannot promise to
oppose any joint responsibility for any phase of production of competing energy sources."

Energy Industry Structure greater supervision of the oil c_ompanies in the

"U.S. dependence on nuclear power should be kept to the minimum
necessary ~ meet our needs. We should apply much stronger saf~ty
standards as we regulate its use. And we must be honest with our
people concerning its problems and dangers."

"Our present health care system is in need of drastic
reorganization."
Carter's proposals include: "a national health
im;urance program financed by general tax revenues and employeremployee shared payroll taxes-which is universal and mandatory."
"I favor school integration; I do not favor mandatory busing. The
only kids who get bused are the poor children. I've never seen a rich
kid bused. The rich parents either move or put the kids in private
schools."
"Carter favors registration of handgum;, banning of "saturday night
specials" and prohibition of gun ownership by anyone convicted of a
crime involving a gun and by those not mentally competent.

"I think abortion is wrong. 1 don't think government should do
anything to encourage abortion. I think we ought to do everything to
have better education, family p~ing , contraceptives, 1f desired. I
don't favor a cdnstitutiooal amendment to give to the states local
option on the abortio.n issue. "

anti

"We do have a wage-price council that has on 'some· occasiom; investigated price increases and, on several occasiom;, have been
Price Controls helpful in trying to get a moderation of a price increase, but I do not
believe, on the basis of past history of wage and price controls dW"ing
peacetime, that they worked."
'Well, in the enel'gy bill that! signed, that Congress passed, there is
Unite:<~ States. But, .I
don' t think you produce more oil or more gas by teanng apart the oil
companies in the United States."

Nuclear Power

"Greater utilization must be made of nuclear energy in order to
achieve tmergy independence and maintain a strong ecooomy. It is
likewise vital that we continue our world leadership as a reliable
supplier of nuclear technology in order to assure that world wide
growth in nuclear power ·is ·a chieved with responsible and effective
controls."

Health Care

"We cannot realistically afford federally dictated national beaJth
insurance providing full coverage of all . .. I do envision the day when
we may use the private health-insurance ~stem to offer more nriddleincome families high-quality health serv1ees at prices they can afford."

luslnt

"I believe that quality educatjon can be enhanced by better school
facilities, lower Puvil-teacher ratios, and improvement of neighborhoods. I do not believe that court-ordered, forced busing to achieve
racial balance is the right way to get quality education. "

Gun Control

Ford is "unalterably o~ to the registration of gun owners and
the registration of guns.' Ford proposes mandatory sentences for
offenses involving use of a .handgun, banning the import and sale of
chea_p bandguns, strengthening current laws regarding the sale of
handguns.

Abortion

He opposes abortion "on demand" but believes that it is justified in
cases of rape or where the life oft he.woman was at stake . .. Ford said
that he would "of course uphold the law as interpreted by the
Supreme Court." But he alsO .said that he favored a Constitutional
admendment leaving to the states the task of redefining limits on
abortion.

Ford, Carter state policies on major issues

Political decision making - Economically speaking
Inflation:

~

Politicians are . likely to
minimize this issue in 1976, since
double-digit price rises have
tapered and polls show the public
is impressed by the favorable
trend. But voters who realize that
rising prices are due primarily to
increases in the quantity of
money (it was increased by an
enormous $56.3 billion last year)
understand
that
inflation
remaim; an acute problem.
Unless taxes are raised the
present administration's deficits
will hav.e inflationary effects..
especially is the next administration is a big spender. ·

Unemployment:
Many policians say coping with
unemployment is their top
economic priority. They put it
ahead of checking inflation and

imply that private enterprise has
failed to generate jobs, hence
government mu&t create them.
.But
inflation
produces
unemployment because it
curbs
consumer
boring.
Primarily, unemployment 1s the
result of government intervention in raising wage rates
above free market levels,
through minimum wage laws and
granting monopolistic and
coercive privileges to labor
unions .;
Unemployment is increased by
high corporate taxes , which
leave companies with insufficient
capital to create new jobs .
Joblessness is aggravated by
excessive payments to the
unemployed. The closer such
payments come to the after-tax
incomes workers could earn, the
more they deter people from
seeking jobs.

Removing these root causes of
unemployment is the only sound
solution. Government can create
jobs for some only at the cost of
increasing prices for everyone.
"Public jobs" are apt to involve
services which the public' does
not greatly value and are paid for
at higher than market-place
wages. Long-run result: higher
taxes, more inflation or both not an increase in real wealth.
Take away laws prohibiting
employment and those subsidizing unemployment, and we
can have "full employment"
without increasing taxes or inflation!

Minimum Wage:
Often, politicians who want to
increase employment also want
to increase the minimum wage.
These policies are contradictory.
Boosting the minimum wage will

increase unemployment,
especially among teen-agers and
minorities. The reason for this is
that minimum wage policies
keep the least· qualified from
being able to get a position at the
bottom of the job ladder.

Health:
Among the most costly new
programs being proposed is
national health insurance with
universal
and
mandatory
coverage. Such a coercive
program is a feature of the
British Welfare State, which
many Americans · seem determined to emulate, despite its
failure. England found that a
national
health
program,
because it lowers the market
price of health services, greatly
increases the demand. · As
demand goes up, so does the cost.
At the same time, it reduces

the medical practice from a
highly personal art to a form of
government bureaucracy, where
doctors and surgeons are tied up
in red tape. This lowers the
quality of medical services and
the calibre of persons attracted
to medicine.

Energy:
At a time when this country is
becoming increasingly depen~nt on high-priced imported oil
and needs to boost energy
production , some candidates
urge counter-productiv e
measmes. They would advocate
divestiture or in other words they
would attemp ~ to ban corporate
ownership of competing types of
ene.r gy , even though suc h
brea~ups
could
decrease
management e ffi ciency and
inereas~ fuel costs to customers.
-Doug Sanders

• I
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Pam Paul enjoys play directing

Medical Academy Choir
Irenusz Lukaszewski, choral director of the -Gdansk Medical
Academy Choir from Poland, leads the choir in Randall Thompson's "Alleluia" at the recent concert performance here Oct. 18.

Debates on atheism result
in victory for Dr. Warren
All reports stroogly indicate
that Dr. A. G. N. Flew "got tbe
worst of lt" during tbe debate
with Dr. Thmnae Warren on ·tbe
subject of G:od's existence, held
recently in Denton, Texas.
"It is not the kind of debate
scored by judges," said Tom
Eddins, instructor in Bible at
Harding. "Who won is determined by the Impression left oo
the audience. It is my QPinion
that Warren by far left the best
impressioo. Be sustained his
case whereas Flew did not."
Warren is professor of
Christian apologetics at the
graduate school in = i s
Flew is prof~ of phil
at
the University of Reading near
London, England, and is a
widely-known atheist.
Flew "refused to give a
straightforward argument" or to
"consider directly the arguments
presented against his case,"
Eddins said "I am confident that
the cause of theism had the tipper
hand."
The effect the debate has on
atheism and theism "will depend
on the circUlation and-influence
that the book by Warren on tbe
debate, to be published soon, h_as.

If it has wide circulation and is
favorably received then there
cotild - be a significant
Eddins said.
"Both parties exhibited good
decorum and conduct." There
was "no emotionalism or
animosity by either party."
A large part of the aUdience
was comprised of Christians
although there were ..many wbo
were not," be said.
Harding Bible facUlty .members who attended the debate
included Eddins, Dr. Jerry
Jones, chairman of the Bible
Department, and Ed Sanders,
assistant professor of Bible.
About 20 students also attended.
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COLLEGE
BOWL
SOc per game
25c shoe rental
60c Billiards (per hour)
Hammon
Student Center
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Halloween Movie Special
Sun. 8:30 p.m. in Main Aud.
Admission: one item of canned
food

Organs, Guitars
Free lessons, delivery, Benches, and tunings
Teachers and de111onstrations

Save $400 on freight damage console.

GERALD NEAL
PIANO AND ORGAN COMPANY
3209 E. Race
268-9969

Rent to purchase. 6 locations to serve you.

According to the Arkansas
Constitution, if you own but haven't
assessed any ol the loUowing,
you"re guilty ol breaking the law.
And be&i~danuary 1, 1977
)'OI!"re lloi.ng to pay plenty lor it •.•
in New-Taxes!
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asked about the glamour of
directing; she said, "It's really
not glamourous, but rather a
position of respect and
authority." She feels it to be a
very honorable position also.
Pam says, "I love being assistant
director, but there's a challenge
involved in portraying a
character as the audience sees
them." She feels this experience
will be a great benefit in future
acting parts. She will be able to
"practice what I've been
preaching to this bunch."
Pam plans to pursue her
drama career, but adds that the
key to success in the entertainment field is "opportunity."

Billsaoo.::--al .. -

~~
'

But now, after playing
character roles for the past five
years, Pam is taking a switch to
the other side of the curtain. Her
role for the musical, "1776," is
the role of assistant director. In
reply to being asked how she
liked the part, she replied, "I'm
really enjoying the role of
assistant director. It's really
helping me a lot. It's helping me
to develop future character
analysis, and it's giving me a
general insight into the director's
point of view-."
Tasks of assistant director
include much the same duties as
director. In addition to giving
instructions to the cast members,
Pam follows the scl'i:pt and fills in
foJ:gotten Jines and fills for
characters absent from the
rehearsals. She really enjoys
being able to get .to know her cast
members as herself and not
solely as characters. She admits
that the job is very time consuming, but it takes immensely
less of her own free time and she
adds, "That, I enjoy." Whef!
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pleased- that's the biggest thrill

of all."
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Perfect!

by Kathy Robison
Flickering lights, spirited
music, and an authentic
reproduction of a colonial town
meeting hall will highlight
Harding's Homecoming musical,
"1776" for the two concluding
performances to be given tonight
and tomorrow night, October 29
and 30.
"The play is going to be a great
success. It will be worth your
while to see it," says Pam Patil,
who is this year's assistant
director. Pam is a sophomore
speech-drama major from Hurst,
Texas. She graduated from L. D.
Bell High in Hurst, where she
performP.d in over thirt_y-~o
plays.
In her first acting role she
portrayed the part of a maid and
had only two lines. From this
start, she advanced her interests
and talents in the field of acting
al)d drama. She was chosen
leading lady for the. play "Bad
Seed" her junior year, and
supporting lead her senior 7ear
for the Broadway mus1cal ,
" Gypsy." Then her Ireshman
year She made ber debut to the
Harding stage as leading lady,
Annie, in the musical "Annie, Get
Your Gun."
1n talking to Pam about her
acting experience she stated a
major aspect of acting is
character analysis. " You live,
brea~, walk, and talk tbe
character you're playing. 1 never
had a chance to get close to the
other cast mem~ as me, Pam,
because I was concerned with
being Gypsy Rose Lee, or Rb,oda
in "Bad Seed," or Annie. •• She
also stressed, '"lbere is no minor
role or small part. Without people
bringing props, ~llere wOUld be no
settings; without costume girls
you'd nave nothing to wear; and
without other roles there would
be no need for a leading role. So
there is .no such thing as a minor
part." •
.
She readily admits that there is
glamour and excitement in
receiving the closing-night
bouquet of roses, but the biggest
thrill of all she says is ''When
you know other ptq>ie ~ve
enjoyed the pl~y and you've
made them laugh, and you've
tried your hardest and bave a
feeling of self-satisfaction, and
then, the director says he's

YL'XIf Cl'llllly GIIICI<IIS 50 lhdl YOU will

You're special to us, so we serve you in a special
way. Come see us for all your prescription needs. Our
service and price will prove- You're special to us!
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list oen.1ms to vorfudtly ~·very ra).·pay•ng tnr1•v•c
profess,,mcll corp,1r<'IT•on partnershiP and or
stare of Arl..ansas Tl1 k€'t'!D these new la,.,es Ira•
vole on November 2nd FOR Amendment 57'
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LOCATED IN HOWARD'S DISCOUNT CENTER
2100 EAST UCE
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401 WEST ARCH AVENUE
400 WEST CENTER
S04 HIGHWAY AVE N E

PHONE 268 2436
PHONE 882 J04S

PHONE 724-5790

SEARCY. ARKANSAS 7214J
BEEBE, A_RKANSAS 72012

BALD KNOB 72010
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Flyfishing on LiH/e Red River best in winter

Davis finds thrill in fishing for trout
by Larry Davis
It is winter in Arkansas, the
month of December, to be exact.
Knee-deep on a shoal in the Little
Red River a man is standing. A
gentle, frigid rain is falling in the
quiet thirty-degree air, and the
man is dressed in several layers
of wann clothes, a raincoat, and
wading boots. "A duck h1Dlter,"
you might think to yourseH, "or a
baH-wit, or maybe both." But
before you jump to any conclusions, look a little closer. As
you watch, it becomes apRarent
that the man is flyfishing. 'I was
right," you conclude, "he is a
baH-wit." And at first it would
seem so, judging from his actions. But even as you watch this
man who is so intent on what he is
doing, who seems oblivious to the
cold, you see him suddenly raise
his rod as he feels a trout take the
fly. And just as suddenly, the fish
explodes from the water, leaping
and tailwalking across the river
in an effort to be free of the hook.

But the man is skilliul and lucky,
and is able to play the trout until
it is exhausted. Reaching into the
water and gently picking up the
fish, a female of about four
pounds, he admires it briefly.
Because the fiSh has been trying
to spawn, the fisherman holds
her upright in the current while
she works her gills and gains
enough strength to swim away, to
give sport another dar,.
"That is a nice tale, ' you may
be thinking, "but quite unlikely tQ
happen in the dead of winter."
It is true that fishing is thought of
as primarily a spring through
summer sport, but in Arkansas,
and in many other states as well,
the trout fishing only seems to
improve as the autumn turns to
winter. I know - I am the
fisherman in my story.
•
I have been flyfishing the Little
Red for around ten vears now,
but I have been winter fishing
only three of those years. I really
don't remember exactly what got

GWho11 help yOu pay
for her education...
by degrees?
By t he- time your daughter
or son is 18, you'll proba bly
be a mimonaire, right? lf the
answer is "wrong," the time
has come, right now, to start
putting aSide a little money
esab week in a savinga
a«om>C
•

· Bythetimeyouryoungster
is 18, you'll be able to pay
the college bill-and we'll
help by adding interest.
Open a savings account
today s o you can becom e
graduate filther-cumlaude.

me started winter fishing, but
since I have been at it, I have
taken more good fish than in the
previous rears combined. My
largest ftsh have been two
twenty-inch rainbow trout, taken
on a fly. I am acquainted with
other fishermen who have taken
much larger trout during the
winter months while flyfishing.
Since the Game and Fish Commission ceases its stocking
operations at the end of the
summer, there are fewer fish in
the river during the winter. But,
on the other hand, any fish taken
will be a holdover and a few in·
clies longer than the stocker trout
that are so plentiful during the
summer. There are much fewer
fiShermen on the river to compete with, as well.
There is only one major
drawback - the cold. A person
must have a real love for the
sport to be willing to pursue it on
a day that is so cold that ice
forms on your rod guides and the
wind numbs any exposed flesh.
Al&o, a misplaced st~ on the
extremely slick rocks of the river
bed can result in a very uncomfortable dunking and a day's
fishing shot (unless you have a
change of clothes in the car}. It is
a definite advantage on your part
if you are one of the few people
who find a certain slightly
masochistic satisfaction in
cha1lenging elenlents and stayirtg
alive, or if you are one of those
who can see the beauty in a cold,
damp, leafless forest and stream
bank, in contrast to those who
think a "pretty day" is a warm,
clear day.
But Ute strongest motivation
for making a winter fishing trip
to the Little Red is the knowledge
that some fine angling awaits
you. So if you like to fish lor trout
during the milder times of the
year, whether you are a
flyfisherman, hardware-chunker
or Qa.it-dunker, consider making
a trip up to the Little Red this
winter. I think you will be
pleasantly surprised.
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"My Dad says my hair looks
like a mop. What's a mop?''
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Flyfishing the Little Red
Larry Davis finds time one afternoon to relax while fishing for
trout. Although sometimes overlooked, there are many areas
near Searcy that furnish good trout fishing.

Economic department adds
Private Enterprise Center
Opening of the new Center for
Priv.a te Enterprise Education,
supplemented by and housing the
new11 estai)1ished Center for
Public Policy; was announced
recently by Dr. Don Diffine,
director of the Center.
The purpose of the Center is to
"locate, screen, write and
disseminate private enterprise
materials in a multi-media
fashion to opinion leaders materials that are non-partisan
and responsible in presenting a
balanced, fair treatment of
economic individualism," according to Diffine.
The Center contains some 2,000
reprints, books and pamphlets on
American capitalism, and
numerous condensed lectures by
key Executive branch officials
and members of Congress are
available on a loan basis to
anyone interested. Fairly
complete bibliographies can also
be made available on request, he
.said.
Bill Ray C~ vice-president of
the college, also announced the
establishment of the new Center

fo r Public Research, in ·
cooperation with the American
Enterprise Institute for Public
Policy Research <AEO, a
publicly supported, non-partisan
research
and
education
organization which aims at
providing factl).al analysis of
important national policy issues
for the use of the nation's
legislators
and education
leaders.
"The establishment of the
Center for Public Policy and for
Private Enterprise Education
represents a fine addition to the
educational facilities of Harding," Cox said. "We are pleased
to add this dimension to our work
here."
More than 350 AEI publications
will be available upon release to
"provide information
for
students and facult1 on the major
issues of the day,' he added.
The Center for Private Enterprise Education has also
begun publication of The Entrepreneur, a four page
newsletter
scheduled
for
publication each month.

CREATIVE DECOR
COME SEE OUR
SUPPLY OF VARIOUS
CRAFT ITEMS.
•
•
•
•

Make your own gifts
Flowers
Plaster craft
Arts and crafts
10 a.m. to
6 p.m.

2204
E. Race

at
Taco House

v"~

JVom and fflten
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The lights dimmed ... silence, and then the crowd began to
roar and amid the applause-filled room, as flashbulbs from
hundreds of cameras blinked on and off,· the Carpenters made
their entrance.
"I know I need to be in love ... ," Karen Carpenter's soft,
mellow voice flowed across the capacity crowd of over 6,000
listeners.
Richard and Karen Carpenter, well-kmown brother-sister
musical duo, made their only Arkansas appearance in Searcy,
Tuesday, Oct 19.
"I'm on the top ofthe world ... " flying high, but still willing to
reach down a hand to spread a little sunshine around, a little joy
through singing.
For a few minutes it really was "Yesterday Once More."
"It was great!"

Photos by Mike Patterson and Tim McElroy
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Impromptu Carpenters interview
puts Bison reporter on the spot
by Doug Henneman
to me rigb£ after the concert and
So there I was.
asked me to attend the press
The Bison 's ' 'on-the-spot'' conference for an interview. Who
reporter really on tbe spot. ·
was I to say no to Kareo CarI was more than nominally penter? <By the way, her brother
awestruck when S.A. faculty Richard was there, too.)
1 bad no questioDS reauy to au
sponsor Jerome Bame• came up

Conquerors spread gospel
by conducting youth rallies
by Anne Shields
Everyone is familiar with
Interna tional Campaigns
Campaigns Northeast and Northwest and May Campaigns, wbo
con tact people durfng the
summer by door knocking, but
.the Conquerors, .a less-familiar
group of campaigners, uses a
different approach.
The Conquerors, a 14-member
organization established in 1971,
conducts youth rallies throughout
the school year for junior high
and high school age kids in
congregations in Arkanaali and
SlDTOUD~ states.
The ~P usually conducts
irom sue to ten raUie,s each
semester, depending upoo the
num~ of invitations, according
to semor Ron Frey, a rrtember ol
the organization.
"The Conquerors p-otide the
program, the congre,ation
provides everything else. ' The
basic program consists of short
talks, reader's tlleatres, singing
skits, puppet shows and
discussion groupe.
Each rally usually lasts all day
Saturday,
unless
the
congregation requests a longer
program. Occasionally, they
conduct a program on througb
Sunday.
Consisting of seven men and
seven women , tbe group Is
sponsored by Eddie R. Cam~bell,
dean of men. According to Frey,
all expenses are paid b~ the hosf
~ations

. ·
In additton to Arkansas1 they
have held ralli~ in Oklan~ ,
~s, Texas and ~~~ ;
A loosely-knit orgaruzation
wjth no officers, the Conquerors
is not really a club or group ol
extra-spirit ual people," Frey
said.
New members, who are voted
in annually by active members,
are chosen on the basis of
dependability, personality and
sociability a.s we1J as spirituality,
according to Frey.
Group membership is limited
because tbey feel they "can do a

more effective job if only a few
people work together" on this
type of program.
'lbe ~p plans and organizes
Us ralites in PattieOobb's private
dining r oom, where they meet
every Tuesday for lunch. One of
the men is designated as uchief
organizer" for eacb rally, who
shapes tbe theme, schedules
activities, tinalizes all plans and
coordinates tbe activity in
general.
'lbe ColXIuerors provide the
program, the congregation
provide$ the rest. It is another
way of spreading tbe gospel "to
all the world."
'

Pet.it Jean rated
All- Amerlcan'
• •
•
th•Ifd in stat
Wins
' e
The 1976 Petit Jean, Harding's
s t udent yearbook , has been
awarded an AD-American bonor
ra~ for the seventeenth C9flsecutive year by the Associated
Collegiate Press national rating
service.
Petit Jean staff members were
informed of the rating Tuesday,
Oct. 29, at tbe annual fall meeting
of .the. Arhf!SB;S ColleA;e
Publication AssOCJation (ACPA),
at Conway.
.
'!lJe Petit _Jean also recetved
third place m tbe General ExceUence State Competition
sponsored by the ACPA. Entries
in this category are judged on the
basis of total points awarded in
yearbook copy display concept
photography arid coverage.
'
Receiving first place honors in
photography and display, tbe
Petit Jean ranked third in tbe
areas of concept, copy and
coverage.
Other winners in the General
Excellence Competition were·tbe
Henderson State Ul)iversity Star,
first place, and the OUachita
Baptist l:Jnivenity Oaaehltoalan,
second place.

• I

Karen Carpenter who happened
to be sitting about three feet from
me. Definitely not the makin~ of
a future investigative reporter1
So off I went to join Harding's
" Press Association '' wai ting
outside tbe student lounge in tbe
new
gym .
The
" Pre$S
Association'' - which included
Bison, Petit Jean, and publicity
office photographers and KSER
and KHCA ~1 - was
joined by the S.A. ~ecutive
council and the social affairs
committee.
The Carpenter's road manager
ushered us into the lounge, and
set up chairs for Karen and
Richard, However, to jolt my
already queasy stomach, he also
set up three chairs for us interviewtm> .
I was going to sit face-to-face
with them while the rest of the
group stood and laughed behind
my bact!
Thank goodness for Gloria
Shoop of KHCA. While the rest of
us were fumbling, stumed in
Their Presence, she managed to
ask them about the show, tbeir
current tour, and all those
relevant questions.
The only thing I could get 9Ut
was, " We're scared to death! " as
'lbey came in. Of course, th· ~
were perfectly at ease.
In tbe course of tbe interview,
Richard noted that they are often
labeled as ''squeaky-clean,''
when they are really juat ordinary people. He told of the
times when they first started and
police would come to tbeir homes
on the complaint ct. a neighbor.
And the time when Richard got
tangled up in the mike cords at a
concert and almost fell off the
stage.
They both had an air of
professionalism and businesslike efficiency about them, yet
what stood out most was their
informality and their warmness.
"We enjoy what we do "
Richard said when asked bOw
they kept up the grueling tour
and recordillf pace. It really
showed that night as they talked
openly and freely . It made tbe
rest of us more at ease, that's for
sure.
Realizing the interview was
$out over and that the entir'e
Harding jomnalistic circle would
disown me if I didn't ask at least
one question, I gathered up all
the courage I could and started to

'120 over 85'
Junior Mark McWhorter, presJdent ol Harding's Nursiiag Club,
ch~s freshman Nancy Rainey's blood pressure during the blood
pressure check drive held Friday, Oct. 15, in the Student Center.
Approximately 357 students, faculty and staff ~embers and
lectureship guests participated in the drive.

SAVE SOC
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~ I Visit the Colonel
~

COLONEL SANDERS'·RECIPE

\tJ!.o.'!:.... 1

~

Ktatwklt fried &ldeka~
2504 E. lace

268-3607

speak.

But then I looked up, and there
she was: Karen Carpenter,
sitting only three feet from me ..

STUDENT SPECIALI
Decorated All-Occasion Bakery Cakes
Delivered in Searcy
The Associated Women for Harding are now sponsoring the delivery of alloccasion bakery cakes. To order complete the form below and mail with the
correct charge to:
CAlES
lox 840, Hdng College·

0 White

Type (Birthday, anniversary, etc.) _ _ _ __

1/3 off.

R
u

MEDICAL CENTER
PHARMACY

Nome and address for delivery

BOYCE HENRY ARNm R.Ph.
Harding Class of '66

8 x 12 inch (sheet) $6.50
0 Chocolate

g

-

r--------------------------------.------------.~

0 Chocolate

All Contact Lens Supplies

Jiil-,

Searcy, AI 72143

8 inch (2 Ioyer) $5.50

D White
Dote of delivery

Prepaid Orders Only!

R

2900 Hawkins Dr. Searcy
Searcv

•

.

L-·- ----------------------------------------1

268-3311
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golfers begin weigh·t program for spring practice

Professional club offers experience

PEMM club prepares teachers
wife of head football coach John on majors in the field, such as job
by Dia ne Morey
To "better prepare teachers of Prock.
placement, and collection and
" In many cases, there is more display in the student lounge or
physical education and those who
plan to go into coaching'' and to news in the papers about sports the new physlcal educat ion
"offer experience outside the than other areas, including center of some of the mementos
classroom that will strengthen major news. The club helps of athletics and athletes. "Suctheit' prepara.tion for their career relate other areas to the cess depends a little on the
choice" describes the purpose of student," Baily said. Considering sponsor and a whole lot on the
the PEMM (physical education the emphasis our society places .officers," Bailey said
majors and minors) Club, ac- on sports, many PEMM
In September of Ulis year, the
cording to Dr. Ka.ryl Bailey, graduates "influence kids for club went on an overnight
associate profes11or or pbyslc.aJ good through physical activity, c&mping and float trip to Spring
education and faculty sponsor of as by getting into Christian camp River. In February there will be
work or becoming youth direc- a regional professio.nal meeting
the PEMM Club.
lt is a professional club for tors.' ' About l il percent are in Atlanta where departmental
those planning to work in the. physical education and Bible faculty membel:S and interested
fields of heaJth , physical majors and go into some aspect PEMM Club members will be
educa tion,
recreation.
or of church work, according· to ''exposed to outstanding figures
athlet,ics <HPER) with activities Bailey.
and national speakers in the {ield
" Any time any special interest of bealth, physical education, and
that include monthly meetings,
social gatherings, clinics, and club makes an effort to improve recreation."
itself
academically
and
field trips.
During spring break the club
" Approxlmately one-third of professionally it Will have a plans a ski trip to the Rocky
our (PEMM) graduates go into positive influence on friends , Mountains. 1.1he c lub also plans to
fields not related to coaching," roommates, and associates even sponsor racquetball and handball
such as rehabilitation, recreation though they have a different tournaments which will be open
and park work, Bailey said. The major. Striving toward ex- to students.
This year's officers include
club " uses our faeulty to expose cellence in this area will
students to aspects of coaching motivate others to strive toward senior David Skelton, president,
they don't get m the classroom." excellence in their areas," he Ingrid Melson, a juruor, viceAn example is the coaching said. One of the PEMM Club's president and junior Debbie
seminar, held Oct 17, which goals is to " encourage a greater Brown, secretary. Senior Mary
included topics sUCh as '~What degree of professionalism among Chinworth is treasurer, Suzanne
Coaching Means to Me," by Jess our students" so they will bave a Wilburn, also a senior, is
Bucy, basketball coach, and " A " professional image" of being photographer-historian
and
Coach's Wife Speaks to Future strong in academics, cam~JUs senior Vicki Emery is reporter.
Coaches," by Marcie Uoyd, wife activities , and stat e-wtde
of track and cross country coach meetings. Goals under discussion .Ted IJoyd, and Charlene Prock, are a bet~ system of followup

Top performers

named by Bison
coaching staff

We hate to be
"name droppers" but.
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LEATHER JACKET
SPECIAL:
Just in time
to put on layaway.
CRESCO samples,
in leather and cloth
1/3 off.
Fine Reed Leathers
$115.00
Regulars and Longs.
All Colors.

..

Four Bison footballers have
been named '~er'S of the
Week" for 'their
ormances in
the Harding-Mississippi College
game last week.
Offesnively, end Gail Gregg
and Tailback Joe David Smith
were recognized. The 6-3, 210
polDlder caught one pass nad
keyed the offensive line as it put
together 349 yards of total offense. It is the second time for
Gregg to be named "BisOn of the
Week."
Smith, a senior from Newport,
rushed for 91 yards in 24 carries,
caugbt eight passes for 132 yards
and a touchdown, a nd returned a
kickoff 16 yards. He was on the
receiving end of a 55 yard touchdown after taking a pass from
• quarterback Jeff Smith.
Defensiv.eL_y, halfback Lanny
Dauksch and end Gary Brown
were honor ed. Da ukscb, a 5-11,
175 lb. JUnior from Tamaf()B, Ill.
had e1ght tackles from his
halfback position, including toor
unassisted stops. It is the third
time for Daukscb to take top
honors.
Brown, a two-year letterman
from Chamblee, Ga., was
honored for the second time this
season. He recorded six tackles
against the Choctaws.

Mter a brief fall schedule, the
Bison golf team is beginning a
weight training and endurance
program in preparation for the
organization of spring practices
beginngin February 15.
The entire year, according to
Coach Phil Watkins, is pointir)g
toward the ALC Conference meet
at Lake Maumelle Country Club
near Little Rock . " We're
preparing for that meet now with
some weight training to build up
the leg muscles, and running to
facilitate endurance."
At the AIC meet, five players
from each team play 36 holes
each with the best four of those
counting in the final scoring. "If
we win the AIC, we iwll play in

Bison grid team
ready for annual
Homecoming tilt
Can the Bison football team get
fired up for the annual
Homecoming game against
Tarleton State College this week
after suffering their first defeat
in f our
outings
against
Mississippi College last week?
Head Coach John Prock thinks
so. 'twe don' t have very many
injuries and should be ready and
wanting to go after our loss last
week," said Prock.
" We will have to drastically
improve on our fumbl;:kesinterceptions and other mis ·
,"
Prock added. "Tarleton is big
and we won't take them very
lightly a t all."
There are only two injuries that
may hamper the Bisons in this
week's game. Against Arkansas
Tech, flanker Bob Winston
suffered a broken collarbone and
will be out for the rest of the
seaSQJl. Taking his place in the
flanker
positi on will be
sophomore Max Ellzey.
Harding's pre mier tailba$ Joe
David Smith suffered a bruised
shoulder in last week's ball
game. But Coach Prock seems to
think that he will be ready to go
by SatUrday.
Alan Grieb, the Bisons' talents
fullback, is recovering from a
case of strep throat. G r ieb
carried the ball only nine times
against Mississippi College but
will be more tban ready to go
Saturday afternoon.
The Bisons hope that they
won't have to throw as much
~~gainst Tarleton as they did the
Mississippi College Devils. "We
have a very talented passer on
our team and we do more passing
than any other team in the AIC,
but our main game planls not to
favor either running or passing.
We like to mix up OUr plays,"
Prock said.

the National meet held at
Saginaw Valley College in
University Center, Michigan the
first week in June," said Coach
Watkins.
Watkins also noted that Hendrix, who won the AIC the last
couple of ·years lost their top
three players. " Because of this"
he said, "there is no real favorite
for the conference title." Harding
is in the m iddle of a four-wa y tie
for the lead with Hendrix,
Southern State, and Ouachita .
The team participated in three
tournaments in the fall. Coach
Watkins said that they had had to
play against mostly nonconference junior colleges and
that they had played in only one
major tournament : the Fall
Invitational at Ouachita. The
Bison team placed fourth behind
Ouachita who was first , only five
strokes behind second place
Texarkana , and two strokes
behind the University of Central
Arkansas.
Returning players include Jeff
Ptice, who was named All-AIC
last year, number two player
Lynn Pettus, Rick Emerson, Jim
EricksQil. Wayne Johnson , Gary
Whisenhunt ,
and
Marc
Showalter.
New to the ~am this year are
Stan Phipps, Steve Hendricks,
Dan Sears, and Mark Hackney.
"We'll start having matches
again right after Spring break,"
indicated Coach Watkins. " I'll
keep a bout 12clayers on the final
team but ri t now we're just
getting into s peand waiting for
the AIC Conference m~t. ''

Bison Jeff Smith
passes1,000-yard
mark to lead AIC
Jeff Smith, the Bisons' talented
quarterback , bas become the
first AIC footbaU player to move
past the l ,ooo-yard mark this
season a nd lead the conference in
passing and total offense.
Smith, a senior from Calhoun,
Ga., has 1,041 in leading the
Bisons to a 3-o conference record.
Last week, Smith set a new
school record by passing for 247
yards. Smith has completed 110
passes this season out of 140
attempts for 991 yards. The
signal-caller has also rushed for
50 yards.
Right behind Smith in total
offense is tailback Joe David
Smith with 750 yards. Smith, ·who
leads all AIC rushers, has toted
the ball 118 times for 706 yards.
The tailback has also gained 44
yards in passing.
Harding's brtdsed fullback
Allan Grieb is third in the rushing
department with 471 yards on 111
carries.

ARTISTIC FLORIST
1012 S. Main [Sooth of Sean]

.

Look like leather
jackets, just came in
at $27.50 are:
$5.00
with the purchase
of any leather jacket
sample or otherwise.
This week only ...
thru Oct. 30.
See the 47 styles of Levi and Faded Glory Jeans in our
Jean Shop- The Lower Forty.

ARNHOLT'S "Lower Forty"
[West Side of Square Downtown Searcy]

..

WYATT- POOLE
BARBER ·sERVICE
Appointments Available
Three barbers to serve you

e Flowers and gifts
ecorsages
e Flora fax wire service
eweddings and Banquets

We do ladies blow-cuts, too
OPEN 7 :30A .M . -

5:00P.M . TUESDAY-SATURDAY

Northside of Court Square

268-9335

MAE WAGGLE and LOLA SMITH,
Florists
261-4333

FREE DELIVERY

..
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1976 proves best year

Sports brochure
wins All-American
rating for 1976 .

for senior Bob Winston
by Robert HoDDer
llardiDg student PR
For the last three sea80l'1S, Bob
Winston of South Fultm, Tenn.,
was always in the shadows when
one considered the Harding
Callege passing attack. There
was always someone who could
lead the Arkansas Intercollegiate
Conf~ in receptions ahead
of him.
This fall was to be lrls year at
wide recejv~ . And be began his
senior season strong. He is
among the leaders in the AIC in
pass receiving with 24 catches for
313 yards and two touchdowns.
That's an average c¥ 13 yards
each time he caught the football.
Against tbe Arkansas Tech
Wonder Boys two weeks ago, he

from

season. He emerged
spring
practice as the starting receiver,

"Spring Sports 1976," produced

by the Barding College office of
publication, received an All·
American ·rating from the
College Sports Information
Directors' Association.
The brochure rated number
one in the reproduced category,
was edited by Stanley Green,
Public Relations Director and
instructor of art at the college,
and two students, John McGee
and Jim Ashley.
Fiften
brochures
are
recognized in each of two
divisions, reproduced and

though.

" Winston isn't big or strong
physically, " the coach commented. " He just has good hands
and can catch the football. Tech
was open to our passing attack."
The Bisons rolled up 424 yards in
tOtal offense against the Wonder
Boys, including 162 yards in tbe
air.
With Winston out, Prock has
elevated sophomore Max Ellzey
of Osceola, Arll, to tl)e starting
position. Ellzey earned a letter
last fall in a back-up role at wide
receiver-Danker.
" We're confident that Max can
do the job," P~k commented.
"We're just going to ease him in
and try not to put too much
pressure on him. He's going to be
anotber great one just like those
before him."
Harding receivers has vir·
tually dominated the AIC rankiQg
taking the top position in six of
the last seven seasons. Wimtob
was just continuing that

grabbed seven passes for 120
yards, including one for a touch·
down. But ·be also suffered a
broken collarbone in tbe third
quarter which sidelined him for
tbe rest of tbe season.
The injury came as Winston
pulled a 19-yard pass from
quarterba~ J•eff Smith to
establish the Bison at Tech's two. tradition..
Harding scored on its next play to
make the winning margin 23·7.
"Both be and the tackler fell on
Winston's shoulder," Harding
coach John Prock said. "It takes
a lot of guts to be a wide receiver.
Some think that we put the weak
players out there and those that
are too small (Winston is s-10, 160
lbs.), but it takes a lot of courage
to go up into the air to catch a
pass unprotected"
The Bisons emphasize tbe short
pass mere this season than in
previous seasons. Prock has
sought to balance his team's
offense between the running and
passing games.
"They were both here all
smnmer worlring on the passing
plays," the coach coritinuecf,
" and what they were going to do
agaimt certain defenses. The
hours they spent together was
certainly working well for them
this fall."
With a balanced offensive
attack, Harding (4-3 for the
season, 3.,0 in the conference) has
established itseH as the team to
beat in the AIC. It has defeated
NAJA ranked teams twice this
season - Ouachita Baptist
University and Henderson State
University.
"Winston was really catching
the ball well and that was an
asset to our offense," Prock said.
"His greatest asset is his ability
to get open. He has really
deceptive quickness and this
gives him the knack to get into
tbe clear."
The senior has earned two
letters during his four-year
career at Harding, but oddly
enough he was not on the
receiving end of one pass last

printed.

" Spring Sport 1976" outlines
the 1976 Spring season In sports,
tbe talents of Hardi:ng's individual participants, talent of
tbe opposition, and adates of the
games and meets.
Previous entries within the last
six years have also won natonal
·
awards.
Of the twenty-seven athletic
brochur~ produced by the «iflce
of pyblications in recent y':!i
twenty have received nati .
awards.

Flanker Bob Winston
Senior Boh Winston is having his best year at Harding by leading
the AIC in the receiving department. The Danker, however, is out
for the rest of the season due to a broken collarbone.
Harding PR Photo

The First One~s
On Us! ·
At Mr. Sirloin, we're celebrating our First Anniversary here in Searcy. Come ioin us . . . and let us
share our celebration with ·you. Check our specials!
Moncley -Sirloin Strip Stellk

$2.49
legul• $3.19

Tuesday - libeye Steak

$1.59
Regular $1.99

Wednesday - Steak K-Bob

$1.89 .
Regular $2.69

Thursday - T-Bone Steak

$3.99
Regular $4.59

Friday - Chicken Fried Steak

89c
Regular $1.49

Saturday- Any Sandwich
Sunday - Chopped Steak

69c
$1.09
Regular $1.69

All include baked potato or French Fries and golden, buttered toast. All specials
good 11/1 fl6 thru 11 n fl6 only.
Register for a FREE COLOR TV. Drawing- Monday, November 8.

WATCH FOR THE "RED RING."

Jumbo
Bar·s..Q 65c

EAST RACE AVENUE, SEARCY

• t
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Mississippi College takes advanta
by Buzz Ball
Taking advantage of seven
Bison turnovers, the Mississippi
College Choctaws defeated the
Bisons 34-23 Saturday night in a
non-conference football game at
Clinton, Miss.
After defeating the Ark. Tech
Wonderboys 24-7 two weeks ago,
the Bisoos just could not get
anyth.I,Qg going as they threw six
interceptions and fmnbled five
times, lD&ing one.
.
There was, however, a bnght
spot in the game for the Bisons.
Harding's signal-caller Jeff
-Smith set a new school passing
record for a single game by
throwing a total of247 rards of 13
completions. The previoWJ record
was set by T'om Ed Gooden in a
game with Ouachita when he
passed the ball for 224 yards
about three years ago.
The game started tragically for
the Bisons as on the third play
from scrimmage, Willy Smith
intercepted a Bison pass and
returned the football to the
Harding one where he fumbled
and the Bisons recovered it in the
end-zone to bring it back to the 20.
It was a rough night for the tWo
Harding running backs. The
Bisons rushed for a mere 102
yards, way under their more than
2oo-yard average.
J.D. Smith toted the ball 24
times for 91 yards with a long
gain of 22 yards. Alan Grieb, who
had been sick all w~, carried
the ball nine times for 38 yards.

The amazing aspect of the
game was that the Choctaws
threw the ball only four times.
The Bisons expected Mississippi
College to throw the whole game
and since they didn't, the Bisons
had to change their game plan,
which turned to disaster.
In the first quarter, the Bisons
had the ball on the Choc.taw 31.
Smith passed to J.D. Smith for 15
yards and a first down. A penalty
brought the ball back to the 16
before Smith hit J.D. Smith with
a pass for 10 yards. Smith then
fumbled on the 10 and the 29 yard
field goal attempt by Robert
Skelton failed giving the ball to
Mississippi on their own 29.
Choctaw Bruce Hulitt was then
called upon to carry the ball and '
did the job well as he broke up the
middle for 80 yards and a touchdown with 6:59 left in the first
· quarter. The PAT attempt by
Craig Murphy was good making
the score 7-o.
Har!ling took command by
receiving the ball on their own 16.
Grieb ran up the middle for nine
yards before J.D. Smith sprinted
around the right end for five
yards and a first down.
Mississippi College's Robert
Hudson intercepted a Smith pass
on the 33 and scampered all the
way to paydirt. Murphy booted
the ball through the uprights to
widen the Choctaw's margin 1W.
The
Bisons
then
took
possession on their own 39. J.D.
Smith toted the ball to the 48
1

1

.,

Want to Earn Extra Money
During Christmas?
'

before Grieb carried to the 50 for
the first down. · Grieb then
powered his way up the middle
for six yards. Smith threw to Eric
Whitley for 13 yards and a first
down.
J.D. Smith and Grieb combined
their efforts for 14 yards putting
the ball on the 16. J.D. Smith then
carried the ball to the six for
another first down. A penalty
moved the ball to the three. Jeff
Smith then broke through the line
for the six-pointer. with 14
seconds left. The PAT by Skelton
was good making the score 14-7.
In the second quarter, the
Choctaws had the ball on the
Bison 32. Hulitt carried to the 28.
Gordon McCay toted the ball to
the 25 before Hulitt fumbled but
·recovered the pigskin. Don
Lefton then booted a 42-yard field
goal with 7:08 left in the half
making the score 17-7..
·
With 2:37 left, the Bisons took
over on their own 37. A penalty
moved the ball back to the 32.
Smith then hurled a pass to J.D.
Smith for 18 yards and a first
down.
Craig Kennedy then intercepted a Smith pass on the
Choctaw 42 and ran for 58 yards
for the six-pointer. The PAT by
Murphy was good to make the
score 24-7.
Harding came right back like
gang-busters. After ~ over
on their own ~t Smith fured a
pass to J.D. Sroim who took it all
the way for the TD. J.D. Smith
then bulleted a pass to Max
Ellzey for the two point conversion making the score 24-15
with 1:41 left.
But the Bisons weren't through
yet. Harding got the ball on their
own 25 receiving a punt with 14
seconds left in the half. Smith
hurled a pass to Whitley for 75
PROFESSIONAL
PORTRAITS,
WEDDINGS
and COMMERCIAL

PHOTOGRAPHY

You can gain so much
experience selling Bibles for:

II"-·~·

-~.t..;.:.:.,

;·
·
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COLORPASSPORT
PHOTOGRAPHS
WHILE YOU WAIT

Dillin-West
Photography Inc.

JOHN A. DICKSON PUBLISHING CO.
1727 South Indiana Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60616 ~

268-9304
George E. Dillin
••• , • Res. 268-2184
Herman West , •• , , , • , •• Res. 268-3965
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e of Bisons' errors

Bison signal-caller Jeff Smith prepares to unleash the ball during
the Arkansas Tech ball game. Last week, Smith set a new school
passing record throwing 247 yards.
yards and a touchdown. Curtis
Dupriest made the two point
conversion ending the half 24-23
with the Choctaws on top.
In
the
third
quarter,
Mississippi College's Robert
Hudson intercepted a Bison pa~s
on the Harding 22 to set up a
Choctaw field goal. With 5:11left
in the period, Lefton booted a 36yard field goal making the score
27-23.
A fantaStic goal line stand put
on by the Bisons durlng the
closing minutes of the quarter
prevented another Choctaw
score.
In the fourth quarter,
Mississippi College scored their
last TD. The Choctaws had the
ball on the Harding 39 after
receiving a Harding punt. Mike
Wallis carried three times putting the ball on the six. Hulitt
then powered his way up the
middle to paydirt. The PAT attempt by Lefton was good, ending
the ball game with the Choctaws
victorious 34-23.
After the ball game, Harding
head coach commented, "We just

had a badgame~ We had bad field
position, too many turnovers, and
were up against a very strong
defense."
"Their (Mississippi College's)
game plan was to throw us out of
our game by not throwing the ball
as much as we had expected.
They did a real good job of it
too," Prock said.
"They also pulled somthing on
us that !haven't seen done to us in
a long time," Prock added.
"One of their men ran 80 yards up
the middle on one play against
our defense."
Saturday afternoon, the Bisons
will battle Tarleton State College
in the annual Homecoming tilt at
Alumni Field.
H.C.
16
102
247
349
10
13-26
1-5
5.40.4
0

Stats
First downs
Yds. rushing
Yds. passing
TotalYds.
Yds.Pen.
Passes com-att
Fum-fum lost
Puntavg.
Intcp. by

OJfeddinr; #n1titalion~l
let us custom design and personalize
your wedding invitations. Ask about
couple photo for your invitation!
Also, traditional invitations, thank you
notes, napkins, etc.

Try this
simple exercise.
Open mouth. Insert bite of
Pizza Hut pizza. ,Chew. It's a
delicious way to warm up for the game,
at the Pizza Hut restaurant.

(Across from Science Building)

2841 E. Race
268-5868
WE DELIVER

© 197 5 Pin a Hut, Inc.

HARDING
Our people make it better

.'

PRESS

HERMAN WEST, Manager

M.C.
13
318
0
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2-3
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Theta Tau upends Knights 26-0
Theta Tau blasted defending pass to split end Doug Wilson for Alpha Tau outscored Galaxy 32champion Knigh,ts, 26-0, In small the third touchdown.
23.
club "A" team football action
In other small club, "A" team
TNT's Gary Rhodes plunged
while Sub T-16 did likewise to over from the one after carrying action, Kings Men edged Fraters
defending large club champ the ball for a long gain £rom 16-14, and Beta Phi's PAT fell
TNT, 40-14.
.
incomplete with less than a
inside his own territory.
Split end Vince Adams scored
Walker passed to tight end minute left as Lambdas took the
twice on passes from quar- Dane Altman for the six-pointer win, 13-12. Lambdas faces Kings
terback Ord1s Copeland. His first before TNT's Charlie Ramburger Men In semifinal play with the
was a 60-yard pass play to give scored OJ1 a on~yard plunge for whmer going against Knights in
Tau an early 6$0 lead in the fll'St their final points.
loser's bracket finals.
half.
Kings Men defeated Knights,
Kenny Harris and Jerry Joslin
The Tau defense, which has not each ran in for Sub T's other two · 28-25, and Theta Tau beat
been scored on ~ll -year, was scores.
Lambdas, 38-8, in small club "B"
responsible for one touchdown as
Doug Kilgore was Sub T's games.
Tim McElroy intercepted a pass outstanding defensive player,
In large club "B'' games, Sub
and returned it all the way. Steve grabbing nine flags. Steve Kellar T-16 edged TNT, 14-12, and
Bearden also picked off a Mike picked off a TNT pass and Dan Galaxy beatKappa Sigs, l4-8.
Cope pass.
Caldwell intercepted a mid-air
TNT defeated Sub T, 20-0, but
Marty Davis was responsible fwnble in other de£ensive efforts. lost to Mohicans 12-2 in "C"
•
•
for the other Theta Tau score.
In another large club "A" game, play.
With the win, the winner's
bracket final, Theta Tau appears
well on its way toward t.he AllSports trophy after dominating
HOUR
club softball
In large club action, Sub T-16
scored twice in the first three
minutes of play to give them a 140 lead over TNT and they never
looked back.
Mter electing to receive, Dan
Ballenger ran almost 50 yards oo
the first play from scrimmage
for the score. When Sub T's
defense held for four straight
*Quality Work
plays. Ballenger repeated his
lt 1 Hour Service
performance, again scampering
40 yards on the first _play .
*Drive-In Window
With a fourth down situation
later in the half, quarterback
Professional Alteration Service
Doug Walker unloaded fl 40-yard

,..

One

'111RIT/Dil/DG_'',.

Sig Tau's James Perry makes a courageous try of pulling the flag
off Beta Tau's quarterback Doug Henneman. Beta Tau squeaked
past Sig Tau 13-12 in club competition last week.

Tri-Sigm·a wins women's
softball title over Tri-Kappa
Losing a close 5-4 decision to
Tri-Sigma in women's small club
softball finals killed Tri-Kappa's
momentum as they lost tbe
second game in the doubleelimination tournament, 17-1.
In the first game after TriKappa left runners on second and
third, Tri-81.~ took advantage of
Tri-Kappa pttcher Kathy Miller's
erratic pitching to score two runs
on four walks.
Setting Tri-Kappa down in
order in the second, Tri-Sigs
managed two more runs as Miss
Miller struggled to control her
game. She finally held Tri-Sigma
scoreless in the third, fourth, and
fifth innin~ as Tri-Kappa put
together a rally of their own,
scoring one in the fourth off
Ingrid Melson's home run.
They surged back again in the
fifth, tying the game with a threerun spree. Their chance to go

ahead with two outs and a runner
on third failed as Curtis flied out.
Tri-Sig's Polly Mullen scored
the winning run for her team in
the bottom of the sixth, giving
both teams one defeat.
Tri-Sigma carried momentum
into the second game winning on
the ten-rule after two im1ings of
play. Scoring two runs in the top
of the first, tbey allowed TriKappa only one run in that inning. Tri-Sigs then began a 15-run
spree and held Tri-Kappa
scoreless in the bottom of the
second for the win , 17-1.
In women's club speedball, the
13-team field was narrowed to
four teams by Monda~:!tt.
Kappa Phi faced Oege
y
night after their wins over
om·ega Phi and Zeta Rho,
respectively, in semi-final action
while Regina battles Theta Psi in
the other semi-final game. Finals
were set for Thursday night.

*

GoBisons
Snow
Tarleton
State!

1414 E. Race

268-7890

"Yes-- We Are Open Saturday"
•1 Hour Service Available Till12 Noon Saturday*

TRUST SERVICES
You Can Trust.
Man~ people have l)n\y a \ague idea a\ to "har is meant by a trU .' il
Frequently the term is confused with a will . Unt: n:a~un for the confusion is
rhat there <.Jrt: SlJ many ditlercnt kinds ol rru'lt'i created for a varieTy ol
purrmscs A tru~t is ~mply an arran~ement wherehy property is tramft:rrcd
to an individual or trust company. known a~ rhc "TRUSTEE," to hold and
mana~L' fr1r the benclit ol another. gencrall_v designated a~ the
"BENEFICIARY." who may be the creatnr himl!.ell or a third pan) I'm
~hom he wishe~ hl provide

Comult "ith nur tru..,l ollicer.., f<,r athicc on the many typt'\ ol tru..,l ac
(.'tlU!lt\. "lH:h 3~:

li\in~ fru~t'i

lm·e.,tmcnt Mana~emenr Al·counts
lme•amcnt Ad\"isury Accounts
( ustod\ Al'C<wnts
Life ln .\ urance Tru~ts
F.~tate\ of Decedents
Tc\tanumtary rru~[S

"!J(uping 'You. 9-iut !](up.~ ru~ 'Jiut,.
THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS, Main Bank ; EastRaceBranch,Sauth Main Branch

r-----l!f/ll-~
First National Bank
SEARCY ARKANSAS-MEMBER F 0 I C

'k/AIM,B~Sewca NeaM-S~

''"Coca-Cola" and "Coke" are registered trade-marks which identify the same product of the Coca ·Cola Company.

Bottted under the Authority of the COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF ARKANSAS, Searcy, Ark.

